
Q. No. Question Option i Option ii Option iii Option iv Answer Key

1
The unlimited Exploitation of Nature by 

Human being resulted in

Environmental 

pollution

Health 

Problems
decrease in biodiversity all the given all the given 

2 The conservation of natural resources
Was not encouraged 

in ancient India

was  

encouraged in 

ancient india.

Is recently being used in 

India
None of these

was  encouraged 

in ancient india.

3 Thee conservation of natural resources
Was not encouraged 

in ancient India

was  

encouraged in 

ancient india.

Is recently being used in 

India
None of these

was  encouraged 

in ancient india.

4

The Global Action plan adopted at Earth 

summit held at Rio de Janeiro in June 1972 is 

also known as 

Agenda 20 Agenda 22 Agenda 23 Agenda 21 Agenda 21

5
Environmental Issues are discussed and 
solved in subject

Sociology Economics EVS
None of the 
above

EVS

6 As per the French word Environner means Atmosphere Earth & Sun Encircle & Surround
Earth & 

Energy

Encircle & 

Surround

7 USCB is short form for
United states Census 

Bureau

United states 

Community 
Bureau

United Society for 

Communist & 
Beaurocrates

None of the 

above

United states 

Census Bureau

8 Earth Day is on Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Ape-22 Ape-22

9 Environmental Studies:
is an interdisciplinary 

academic field

methodically 

studies human 

interaction with 

the environment

includes the natural 

environment, built 

environment, and the sets 

of relationship between 

them

all of the 

above
all of the above

10 Environmental Studies does not involve: psychology demography ethics literature literature

11
Van Mahotsav is an annual tree-planting festival in 

India, celebrated on:
2nd June 1st July 1st December

15th 

September
1st July

12
Which of the following global trend is of great 

concern for the future of our environment?

degradation of fertile 

soils

change in the 

global 

atmospere

species extinction leading 

to the loss of biodiversity

All of the 

above
All of the above
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